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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE :: ::  :: TINSUKIA

District: Tinsukia

Present: Sri P.J. Saikia, 

Sessions Judge, 

Tinsukia

Sessions Case No. 126 (T) of 2017

U/s 302 & 201 of IPC. 

The State of Assam .......................... Complainant.

-Versus -

1. Sri Kamal Dara

S/o-  Lt. Nilu Dara

R/o- Keyhung T.E. Laipuli Line No.12

P.S-  Bordubi

District- Tinsukia, Assam  

2. Sri Ajoy Ghatuwar,

S/o-  Lt. Sukra Ghatuwar

R/o- Keyhung T.E. Laipuli Line No.12

P.S-   Bordubi
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District- Tinsukia, Assam    .......................... Accuseds.

 Appearance: 

Sri A.K. Choubey,

Public Prosecutor   ......................... For the State 

S. Sarma,

Advocate               .................... For the accuseds.

Date of Argument:   28/05/2019

Date of Judgment:    28/05/2019

 J   U   D   G   M   E   N   T

1.        The case against the accuseds Kamal Dara and Ajoy

Ghatuwar  was  committed  for  trial  by  the  Ld.  Judicial

Magistrate First Class, Tinsukia  on 21/11/2017.

 PROSECUTION CASE

2.  On 23/08/2015, at about 4 pm, Sri Sravan Pandav, the

15 years old son of  the informant went  missing.  His family

members searched for him in the entire locality, but he was

not found. Thereafter, on 25/08/2015, the dead body of Sravan

Pandav was found in a tea garden named Keyhung T.E. The

dead body was lying within a tea bushes and the dead body

had a cut injury on the neck. 
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3.  During the period of investigation, the dead body of the

deceased  was  subjected  to  post  mortem  examination.  The

Doctor found the following:-

"Injuries:- 

1.  Large gaping incised wound on the back and right

side of the neck from mid point towards right ear of size 14cm

x 2.5 cm x 3cm horizontally and tapering anteriorly. It severed

right carotid blood vessels, muscles and nerves. It also cut the

body of the third cervical vertebrae on right side. 

2. Another incised wound 1.5cm above the other behind

the left ear to the mid line on the neck on the backside of the

neck  horizontally  of  size  10cm  x  2.5  cm  x  2.5cm,  cutting

occipital bone on the left side.

3.  Incised  wound  on  the  mid  part  of  the  scalp  on

occipital region of the head horizontally 2cm above the last

mentioned of size 5cm x 2.5 cm x 2cm, cutting occipital bone,

dura and occipital lobe of the brain." 

4.  The Doctor opined that the death was due to coma and

haemorrhage  as  a  result  of  injuries  described  above.  The

Doctor  also  opined  that  the  injuries  sustained  were  ante

mortem,  caused  by  heavy  sharp  object  and  homicidal  in

nature. 

5.  On conclusion of investigation, police filed the charge

sheet against the accuseds Kamal Dara, Ajoy Ghatuwar and

Meghnath  Ghatuwar,  alleging  that  they  had  committed

murder of Sravan Pndav and they had thrown away the dead

body of the deceased in order to shield the actual offender. It

may  be  stated  that  during  the  pendancy  of  the  trial,  the
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accused  Meghnath  Ghatuwar  died  and  therefore  the  case

against him stood abated. 

        POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

6.   The points for determination in this trial, are as to:-

I. Whether the accuseds Kamal Dara and Ajoy Ghatuwar

had committed murder of Sravan Pandav?

II.  Whether  the  accuseds  Kamal  Dara  and  Ajoy

Ghatuwar had thrown away the dead body of the deceased in

order to shield the actual culprit? 

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

7.    In  order to  prove the case against  the accuseds,  the

prosecution side has examined as many as eight witnesses,

including  the  Doctor,  who had performed the  post  mortem

examination  upon  the  dead  body  of  the  deceased.  The

defence plea is total denial. I have carefully gone through the

prosecution evidences. 

8.  In this case, the death of the deceased because of the

aforesaid  injuries  has  not  been  disputed  by  the  accused.

Therefore, it is proved beyond all reasonable doubts that the

deceased  died  because  of  the  aforesaid  injuries,  sustained

during his lifetime. 

9.  Thus,  the  only  point  for  consideration  now is  as  to

whether the present two accuseds had committed murder of

the deceased. 

10.  The first witness is Bijoy Pandav. He is the father of the

deceased. He has stated in his evidence that after two days of

disappearance of his son, his dead body was found by the side
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of Tingrai River and therefore he had lodged an ejahar before

police. 

11.  The second non-official witness is Ashim Nayak. He is a

neighbour of the deceased.  He has stated in his evidence that

one Sunday,  the deceased Sravan Pandav had disappeared

from his house. He has further stated that he also searched for

the boy for the next two days. But, finally, he found the dead

body of the boy by the side of the river Tingrai. 

12.  The witness Naresh Tanti has stated that the deceased

Sravan Pandav was about 13 /14 years old and he had heard

that the dead body of Sravan Pandav was recovered by the

side of the river Tingrai. 

13.  The  fourth  witness  is  Sri  Bijoy  Kumar  Tanti.  He  is  a

hearsay witness.  He has stated in his evidence that on the

issue of the death of the deceased, a village meeting was held

and this  witness was present  in  the said meeting.   He has

stated in his evidence that the meeting took a resolution that

police should be approached to find out the culprit. 

14.  The fifth witness is Montu Pandav. He is a relative of the

deceased Sravan Pandav. He has stated in his evidence that

he searched for the boy after his disappearance and later on,

found his dead body that was lying by the side of the river

Tingrai.  He has stated in his evidence that the neck of the

deceased was halfway slit. 

15.  The  sixth  witness  is  Sumit  Tanti.  He  is  a  hearsay

witness. He had heard about the occurrence.  

16.  The seventh witness is Dipak Ghatowar. This witness

had resiled from his earlier statement made before police. He
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had  stated  before  the  police  that  on  13/12/2015,  it  was

Sunday  and  at  about  8.30  pm,  the  deceased  accused

Meghnath  Ghatuwar  and  the  other  accused  Ajoy  Ghatuwar

had an argument. He had stated before police that he tried to

interfere into the matter.  Dipak Ghatowar had stated before

police  that  Meghnath  Ghatuwar  and  Ajoy  Ghatuwar  were

quarreling on the issue of  murder  of  a  person named June

Ghatowar and Sravan Pandav. Dipak Ghatowar further stated

before the police that  in  the village meeting,  the deceased

accused  Meghnath  Ghatuwar  and  the  other  accused  Ajoy

Ghatuwar had admitted that they had committed murder of

these two persons. 

17.  While  examined  in  this  court,  the  witness  Dipak

Ghatowar  has  stated  that  the  accused  Kamal  Dara  is  his

brother in law and the deceased accused Meghnath Ghatuwar

is his grand father. Dipak Ghatowar has also stated that the

accused Ajoy Ghatuwar is his maternal uncle. Dipak Ghatowar

has stated that he did not know how the deceased died. 

18.  Except  the  witness  Dipak  Ghatowar,  none  of  the

prosecution  witnesses  have  been  cross  examined  by  the

defence  counsel.  The  witness  Dipak  Ghatowar  has  stated

before the defence counsel that he knew nothing about the

occurrence of this case. 

19.  On a plain reading of the prosecution evidence, it is

clear that none of the prosecution witnesses have supported

the fact that the accuseds Kamal Dara and Ajoy Ghatuwar had

committed murder of the deceased Sravan Pandav.  Therefore,

no further discussion of the prosecution evidence is required.

Thus,  I  hereby hold  that  the prosecution evidence failed to
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prove  the  offences  against  the  accuseds  beyond  all

reasonable doubts.  

     ORDER

20. In  the  result,  the  accuseds  Kamal  Dara  and  Ajoy

Ghatuwar are found not guilty and accordingly the accuseds

are acquitted from this case.  

    Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this

28th day of May, 2019.

       (P.J. Saikia)

     Sessions Judge

                     Tinsukia 

Dictated & corrected by me.  

        Sessions Judge

           Tinsukia
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A   P   P   E   N   D   I   X

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

1. PW1 - Sri Bijoy Pandav

2. PW2  -  Dr. Prasanta Borgohain

3. PW3 -  Sri Ashim Nayak

4. PW4 -  Sri Naresh Tanti

5. PW5 -  Sri Bijoy Kumar Tanti

6. PW6 - Sri Montu Pandav

7. PW7 - Sri Sumit Tanti

8. PW8 - Sri Dipak Ghatowar

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS

1.      Ext.1- Post mortem report

2.      Ext. 2- Inquest report  

DEFENCE WITNESS

None. 

     Sessions Judge       

Tinsukia


